WHV - The Feast of Na-Tcha in the Historic Centre of Macao

Historic Centre of Macao, China

Cultural property inscribed on the World Heritage List since 2005

07/06/2017 – 16/06/2017

With its historic street, residential, religious and public Portuguese and Chinese buildings, the historic centre of Macao provides a unique testimony to the meeting of aesthetic, cultural, architectural and technological influences from East and West. It bears witness to one of the earliest and longest-lasting encounters between China and the West, based on the vibrancy of international trade.

Project objectives:

Implemented for the third year and supporting one of the most important cultural festivals reflecting the fusion of different cultures that characterize the historic core zone, the project aims at promoting a better understanding and preservation of Macao’s Outstanding Universal Value as a city that fostered an important interchange of human values in the various fields of culture, sciences, technology, art and architecture over several centuries.

Project activities:

The volunteers will support the logistic preparation of the parade for the Feast of Na-Tcha, and will develop the content and materials for World Heritage guided tour itineraries to be proposed to the tourists and locals taking part in the Feast.

Partners:

Association of Macao Chi San Na-Tcha Temple, Macao Heritage Ambassadors Association, Macao Foundation, DESJ Macao, Macao Environment Protection Department.

Macao New Chinese Youth Association (MNCYA)

Mr. Kok Lai Wa (Wiko) / Mr. Lam Ka Seng (Cristiano) / Ms. Lou Sio Man (Amanda)

mymacu@macau.ctm.net